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Market Commentary

DXJ/EWH spread starts to tighten
In our monitoring of liquid ETF pairs that have shown a mean-reverting (cointegrated) relationship over the past year, DXJ
(WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity) and EWH (iShares MSCI Hong Kong) stood out as one pair that had significantly diverged
in the past few weeks. Recently, the spread between the two has started to tighten, suggesting the statistical relationship
between the pair could be heading back to its near-term average.
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Exhibit 1: Spread between DXJ and EWH has diverged from historical mean
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Exhibit 2: Rolling correlation between Japan and
Hong Kong
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Trade Idea
 Buying DXJ and shorting EWH (using a ratio of 2.4 EWH
to 1 DXJ) would take advantage of the spread between the
pair reverting to its historical average.
 If the spread reverts to its one year mean, the pair would
return 6.9%. More conservatively, if it returned to its 2
month average spread, the pair would return 5.4%.
 The big risk is that Japan and Hong Kong continue to drift
apart. While long-term correlations between Japan and
Hong Kong have historically ranged from 60-70%, it has
recently has been closer to 55%. If the two have indeed
fundamentally diverged, the spread could continue to widen if
sentiment remains more favorable towards Hong Kong. To
mitigate risk, we would suggest stop loss limits, a maximum
trade duration (e.g. one month), and monitoring the moving
average of the spread to see if the relationship is changing.
 Note that DXJ is not a traditional market cap weighted index
tracking Japan. It invests in dividend paying companies in
Japan while hedging the Yen relative to the US dollar.
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For complete information regarding the ETFs mentioned in this report, please refer to the prospectus for each fund found on the
respective ETF provider’s website.
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Disclaimer:
Please follow the attached hyperlink to an important disclosure: https://www.credit-suisse.com/legal/en/ib/market_commentary.jsp. Structured securities, derivatives and options
are complex instruments that are not suitable for every investor, may involve a high degree of risk, and may be appropriate investments only for sophisticated investors who are
capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. Supporting documentation for
any claims, comparisons, recommendations, statistics or other technical data will be supplied upon request. Any trade information is preliminary
and not intended as an official transaction confirmation. Use the following links to read the Options Clearing Corporation’s disclosure document:
http://www.cboe.com/LearnCenter/pdf/characteristicsandrisks.pdf
Because of the importance of tax considerations to many option transactions, the investor considering options should consult with his/her tax advisor as to how taxes affect the
outcome of contemplated options transactions.
This material has been prepared by individual traders or sales personnel of Credit Suisse Securities Limited and not by the Credit Suisse research department. It is provided for
informational purposes, is intended for your use only and does not constitute an invitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase any of the products or services mentioned. The
information provided is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment decision. It is intended only to provide observations and views of individual traders or
sales personnel, which may be different from, or inconsistent with, the observations and views of Credit Suisse research department analysts, other Credit Suisse traders or sales
personnel, or the proprietary positions of Credit Suisse. Observations and views expressed herein may be changed by the trader or sales personnel at any time without notice. Past
performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied is made regarding future performance.
The information set forth above has been obtained from or based upon sources believed by the trader or sales personnel to be reliable, but each of the trader or sales personnel and
Credit Suisse does not represent or warrant its accuracy or completeness and is not responsible for losses or damages arising out of errors, omissions or changes in market factors.
This material does not purport to contain all of the information that an interested party may desire and, in fact, provides only a limited view of a particular market. Credit Suisse may,
from time to time, participate or invest in transactions with issuers of securities that participate in the markets referred to herein, perform services for or solicit business from such
issuers, and/or have a position or effect transactions in the securities or derivatives thereof. The most recent Credit Suisse research on any company mentioned is at http://creditsuisse.com/researchandanalytics
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